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Problem Statement
•

A core concept in linguistics is the idea that there is more than one way to
say the same thing. A blog post, a journal article, and a political speech
might all convey the same information, but we would not expect them to
sound or look the same—they might include more or fewer contractions,
personal pronouns, active or passive verbs, and so on. We call these
variations in how something is said sociolinguistic style.

•

In our project, we would like to take one document 𝐷1𝑆1 , written in some
style 𝑆1 , and a target style 𝑆2 , and output a new document 𝐷1𝑆2 , containing
the same information content as 𝐷1𝑆1 but written in the style 𝑆2 . For
example, we might rewrite Beatles lyrics in the style of Shakespearean
plays.

•

An application which had the ability to transform text between writing
styles while preserving its content would be invaluable for sharing
knowledge across academic disciplines, educating students, and
disseminating technical work of any kind to the public.

Related Work
•

Artistic style transfer has recently appeared in scientific literature as
researchers have looked to convert one image into the artistic style of
another (taking on qualities like color, line thickness, and so on) while
preserving its content (the scene depicted in the first image) [2].

•

This visually impressive phenomenon has been extended to domains like
video [4]. The problem seems somewhat more difficult for text, however,
because style information in images is much more abundant than style
information in text.

•

Kabbara and Cheung [3] proposed a variant of style transfer using recurrent
networks instead of convolutional networks, although the work has not yet
been published.

•

We propose to accomplish style transfer using variational autoencoders
following the impressive results of Bowman et al. [1] modeling sentences as
soft regions in sentence space and traversing paths between them smoothly.
We hope to use a similar model in order to smoothly traverse “style space”.

Preliminary Results
•

We gathered a corpus of six parallel translations of the same text in order to
differentiate style from content. We have collected six translations of the
Bible (King James Version, Basic English, 2001 English Standard Version,
1984 New International Version, 2002 The Message, and 1996 New Living
Translation), all broken into chapters and verses. We expect each
translation to contain matching content but be written in a different style.

•

We have devised an architecture and a pre-training scheme for this task,
which are pictured on the next page. We will have two neural networks that
we expect to encode “style” and “content”, and we will pre-train them both
separately with our Bible data. Then we will combine those networks to
create a final architecture in which the “content” network takes in the
document whose content we wish to preserve, the “style” network takes in
some sample of the target style, and the output of the network will be the
content of that document in the target style.

Architecture Diagrams – Pre-training
Content pre-training: take in some
verse 𝑉𝑖 and learn to output that
same verse in all six “known” styles.
Later discard the six “style” helper
networks.

Style pre-training: take in a fiveverse sample of some style 𝑉 and
learn to predict which of the six
“known” styles it is. Later discard the
helper classifier.

Architecture Diagrams - Final
Final design: Extract the pre-trained
style and content networks and begin
training.
Train the network with our dataset by
feeding in combinations such as: one
verse 𝑎𝑖 to the content network, other
verses {𝑎𝑗 , 𝑎𝑘 , … 𝑎𝑛 } from the same style
to the style network, with the original
verse 𝑎𝑖 as the desired output; one
verse 𝑎𝑖 to the content network, five
verses from a different style {𝑏𝑗 , 𝑏𝑘 , … 𝑏𝑛 }
to the style network, and the
corresponding verse in the target style
𝑏𝑖 as the desired output, and so on.

Future Work
•

Our data has been organized into an easily accessible JSON format but we
intend to perform more data cleaning to eliminate things like unknown
characters, as we have noticed these causing difficulty.

•

We are presently at work implementing the architectures and will begin pretraining, followed by the actual training of the network, and then testing
and refinement.

•

Our present architecture will be trained on sentence-level or small chunklevel data. In future, it would be interesting to expand such a system to deal
with entire documents and investigate whether the types of style and
content representations that each system learns are comparable.
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GIF Upscaling
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GIF Upscaling Problem
Problem: There are many situations where we cannot afford to capture high
resolution videos due to memory/hardware/cost concerns. If we can capture lowresolution videos and upscale them to the relevant resolution then we can bypass
these issues.
Project Goal: Take gifs in some domain e.g. faces or dogs and downscale them to
8x8 and 32x32. Subsequently, learn an upscaling network that generates 32x32
gifs from the 8x8 gifs that are indistinguishable to a human observer from gifs
naturally at 32x32 resolution.

Related Work
! Linear model - lack of expressivity, often produces blurry frames
! Convolutional Neural Net - Can avoid constructing dictionary. (CNN with MSE Loss[1],
ResNet[2] etc.)
! Pixel Recursive Super Resolution
- Conditioning Network
- Prior Network
! PredNet
https://coxlab.github.io/prednet/plots/prednet_animation_with_titles.mp4

[1] C. Dong, C. C. Loy, K. He, and X. Tang. Image superresolution using deep convolutional networks. CoRR, abs/1501.00092, 2012.
[2] C. Ledig, L. Theis, F. Huszar, J. Caballero, A. Aitken, A. Tejani, J. Totz, Z. Wang, and W. Shi. Photo-realistic single image super-resolution using a generative adversarial network.
arXiv:1609.04802, 2016

Preliminary Work
On the left is the structure of our current network. And there
are two basic blocks contained in “psrs”, one is
“conditioning”, the other is “prior”. The former one is utilized
to map a low resolution images to a distribution over
corresponding high resolution images, while the latter one
models high resolution details to make the outputs look more
realistic.
Below are some sample results.
hr_images(Ground Truth):
lr_images:
Gen_images:

Future Plan
Goal: Develop network to better handle changes frame to frame in gifs. Currently
each frame is handled individually without any understanding of previous frames.
Because
Use combination of ground truth 32x32 image and generated 32x32 image to
derive a more accurate generated image
Test various RNN layer combinations to determine impact on test frames
Try an attention model to better track frame to frame changes over time
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Our Problem
In the social media, there are a lot of pictures. Sometimes we only
remember some “features” of the picture and want to search the
image based on that. And people from different countries may
search with different language. Our problem is searching a set of
images with descriptions in different languages.

Related Work
•

Deep Visual-Semantic Alignments for Generating Image Descriptions
https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/cvpr2015.pdf
https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk2 (github)

•

Faster RCNN: Towards Real- Time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.01497.pdf
https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn

•

Multilingual Image Description with Neural Sequence Models
https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.04709
https://github.com/elliottd/GroundedTranslation

Preliminary result
Build environment for Caffe and Keras on Google Cloud
Paper research about RCNN, fast RCNN, faster RCNN and choose VGG16 as
model
• Train model(based on github: neuraltalk2) on MS COCO to generate image
descriptions
•
•

Future Plan
We want to train our model with dataset which has more descriptions.
And we will have a meeting this week about how to use this data with
Pixm.
• After that we will store the descriptions and connection between
descriptions and images. After that we will build and train a model which
can get image from text.
•

Project Progress Report

Yu Zheng yz2978
Sun Mao sm4206

Deﬁnition of Problem
• Our project name is “from text to song”
• We are focused on utilizing TTS models to relate one
specific person’s voice to texts.
• TTS model is an auto-regression model

Related Work

•

The state-of-art TTS and music generation model is Deepmind’s WaveNet,
which uses a casual dilated CNN model with residual blocks to realize the
text and audio mapping. The result is quite good but no official code is
released.

•

Since WaveNet is quite computational expensive(O(2^L), L is the number
of hidden layers), there are some paper releasing some work to use
dynamic programming method to realize the so-called Fast-WaveNet
(O(L)).

•

Baidu also gives a novel approach which claims to train the model 400
times faster than WaveNet called DeepVoice this March.

•

WaveNet:
https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio/
DeepVoice:
http://research.baidu.com/deep-voice-production-quality-text-speechsystem-constructed-entirely-deep-neural-networks/

•

Preliminary Results
• At this point, we have gone through some
tensorflow tutorials and tried some basic LSTM
models to generate random music based on a
database in midi format.
• We’ve gone through one of the open source
reproductions of WaveNet which implements the
global conditioned method of WaveNet

Future Plan
• Based on the fact that currently available codes
cannot control the content of music we generate,
we have to go deeper into the implementation of
WaveNet’s local conditioning or find a substitution
method to finish our project.
• Since the paper did not release too many details
about their network, we got contact with some
expert in the reproduction of WaveNet with the help
of Xiaodong. Hopefully, we can learn more about
how this complex network work in the following few
weeks.

Group: 10 - Hassan Akbari (ha2436) , Himani Arora (ha2434)
Title: Speech reconstruction from silent video
Goal:
The goal of our project is to reconstruct speech from a silent video of a person speaking. In the past, most
of the work has been focused on lip reading, that is, converting silent video frames to text based output.
However, in this process a lot of information is lost, for example, the identity of the speaker, the tone of
voice and the emotions in it. We are trying to design an end to end deep learning network that directly
goes from video to speech.
Previous Work:
We constrain our discussion to lip reading frameworks that employ only neural networks. [1] performed
sentence-level sequence prediction for visual speech recognition. Their model which they call LipNet,
consists of 3 layers of spatio-temporal CNN + max-pool. The extracted features are then fed into 2
Bidirectional GRUs followed by a linear layer with softmax. It takes as input a sequence of images and
outputs a distribution over sequences of tokens. It attained 95.2% sentence-level accuracy on a subset of
speakers from GRID database. [2] used an LSTM lipreader that consisted of one feed-forward layer
followed by two recurrent LSTM layers, 128 cells each, and a softmax to perform the word classification.
Both [1],[2] performed the evaluation on the GRID dataset that has a fixed vocabulary of 51 words with
videos shot in a controlled environment. To tackle lip-reading as a real-world problem, [3] used actual in
the wild videos (Lip Reading Sentences (LRS) dataset) with unconstrained vocabulary. Their model
which consists of three key components: the image encoder Watch, the audio encoder Listen and the
character decoder Spell and hence named WLAS, predicts sentences from a talking face video with or
without the presence of audio. The Watch module consists of a combination of CNN (based on VGG-M
model) and LSTM and the Spell module is similar to an LSTM transducer with added attention
mechanism. They achieved state-of-the-art accuracy of 97.0% on GRID and 76.2% on LRS.
In the context of extracting sound features from video, [4] uses a recurrent neural network to synthesize
sound from silent videos of people hitting and scratching objects with a drumstick. They computed spacetime images for each frame and then performed regular 2D convolutions to extract features based on the
AlexNet architecture. This was followed by multiple LSTMs to predict sound features.
We take inspiration from these architectures and propose to design a network that uses some combination
of CNN and LSTMs. In contrast to the above described models [1-3] that crop the videos to extract only
the mouth regions, we are interested in using the entire face as input to the network. We feel that some
information about emotion can be extracted from other parts of the face for example the eyes etc. We
train our model on the GRID dataset as the new LRS dataset has not been released yet. However, the
GRID dataset has speakers that speak in a monotonic voice that lacks emotion. To compensate for this,
we hope to also include another dataset RAVDESS. Due to the small size of this dataset we cannot train
the network solely on it.
Dataset:
1. GRID: It is a large audiovisual sentence corpus consisting of high-quality audio and video (facial)
recordings of 1000 sentences spoken by each of 34 talkers (18 male, 16 female). Sentences are of
the form "put red at G9 now". Each video is 3 seconds long with a sampling rate of 25fps.
2. RAVDESS: Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) is a set
of 24 actors (12 male, 12 female) speaking and singing with various emotions, in a North

American English accent. The RAVDESS contains 7,356 high-quality video recordings of
emotionally-neutral statements, spoken and sung with a range of emotions. The speech set
consists of the 8 emotional expressions: neutral, calm, happy, sad, angry, fearful, surprise, and
disgust expressed at two levels of emotional intensity.
Data Preprocessing:
Audio: We first extract audio from the video and reduce its sampling rate to 8k. We then scale the values
to lie between -1 to 1 (due to sigmoid activation function) and calculate the spectrogram with 129
frequency bins. We then slice the spectrogram in time to create (overlapping) windowed samples, padding
the spectrogram if necessary in order to make the number of audio and video slices consistent.
Video: We convert each frame to grayscale and apply face detection algorithm on the videos to extract
only the face region. We then resize each image to 128 x 128 and normalize it to have zero mean and unit
standard deviation. We also stabilize the cropped faces to reduce the jittery movement due to pose change
of speaker. Similar to audio samples, we slice each video in time to create (overlapping) windowed
samples.
Thus, each input to the network is a windowed video sample and the output is a windowed audio
spectrogram representative of the actual speech signal. We are currently experimenting with the length of
window and overlap. For now, we convert 3 seconds of audio and video to 14 windows with 50%
overlap.
Network Architecture:
We started with an end-to-end network that takes the video frames and gives the audio waveform or the
spectrogram. A graphical view of the proposed model is depicted in the following figure.

The input to the network is an nd-array of video samples which has the shape, (Samples, Channel, Height,
Width, Time). The output could either be the raw (but normalized) audio waveform or vectorized version
of its spectrogram. The very first layers (Conv3Ds) try to extract the features from a sequence of frames.
Then the features are reshaped and given to four layers of LSTM networks each with the same length as
the original sequence to capture the time-dependent features. The extracted spatio-temporal features are
then flattened and fed into four layers of feed forward networks and finally, their output is given to an
output layer with the same length as the audio waveform (or flattened spectrogram). All the layers have
sigmoid nonlinearity, the optimizer is “Adam” with a learning rate of .001 and the loss function is mean
squared error.

A summary of the network can be seen in the following figure for clarity:

We prepared a sequence of (N_samples, 1, 128, 128, 10) video sequence and (N_samples, 129, 48) audio
spectrogram, reshaped the spectrogram to (N_samples, 6192) vectors and trained the network using the
mentioned data. Here is the preliminary result that we get with relatively large number of samples:

But, as it can be seen the output is not the same as the target. So, we tried to train the network on a small
number of samples to better discuss how it learns the pattern and relation between output and input. Here
is a result of training the network on a small number of samples:

As it can be seen, the network output is the same for both inputs (which have different inputs). We tried the
same for different inputs and the following conditions:
1. Reshaping image and using Conv2D.
2. Using overlap windows for video and non-overlap for audio.
3. Reducing number of layers for each type to just one layer.
4. Removing MaxPools.
5. Removing regularization and Batch normalization.
6. Removing bias in networks.
7. Removing LSTM layers.
8. Increasing number of features of Conv3D layers.
9. Changing LSTM and MLP nodes numbers.
10. Giving color video instead of grayscales.
11. Changing Batch size, number of epochs, learning rate, regularization parameter, etc.
And got the same result for all the conditions. It’s clear that the network thinks all the inputs are the same
and tries to take average along all the targets and give the same output for all the inputs. We concluded that
since the words utterances are not aggressive in the videos and since we get all the face part and feed it to
the network, the network is not able to distinguish differences and changes in each frame. Thus, it either
needs a much bigger dataset or more discriminative frames (e.g. taking just the lips area instead of all the
face area). As the next steps for improving the results, we are going to train the network on a far bigger
dataset, train it on the cropped frames to lips, and finally use pre-trained networks such as ImageNet to
directly give discriminative distinct features to the network.
References:
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[2] Wand, Michael, Jan Koutník, and Jürgen Schmidhuber. "Lipreading with long short-term
memory." Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2016 IEEE International Conference on.
IEEE, 2016.
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THE DEFINITION OF YOUR PROBLEM
• Species identification and counting for wild animal
monitoring in camera snapshots

• Count the number of the animals in photo
• Classify animals as different attributes
(male/female/child...) and count the amount of each
category

RELATED WORK
•

Counting objects in images:
-Learning To Count Objects in Images
https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/publications/2010/Lempitsky10b/le
mpitsky10b.pdf
-CrowdNet: A Deep Convolutional Network for Dense Crowd Counting
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1608.06197.pdf
-Learning to Count with CNN Boosting
http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~wolf/papers/learning-count-cnn.pdf

•

Localization of each sea lion:
-Mask R-CNN
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.06870.pdf

•

Image Segmentation:
-Segmentation methods in image processing and analysis
https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/image-segmentation.html

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Data elaboration:

• Sea lions used to lie on rocks. However, the color of the
sea lions and the rocks is similar. Therefore, we may suffer
from misidentifying portion of rock as sea lion.

• Baby sea lions are small and often overlap by female
sea lion. Therefore, the accuracy rate of counting baby
sea lions may be worse.

FUTURE PLAN
• Identify the location of the sea lion
• Extract the image of each sea lion from the photo
• Categorize the extracted images
• Handle the cases of partial occlusion

Deep Learning for Vision,
Speech and NLP
Project Report
By: Apoorv Kulshreshtha (ak3963), Samarth Tripathi (st3029)

Project Title: Quora Duplicate Questions
Detection
• Quora recently released a corpus of 3 million question pairs with the
labels as duplicate or not duplicate. This is the largest paraphrase
corpus currently available.
• The challenge is to detect if 2 questions are duplicate, so that Quora
can merge the answers to the two separate Qs into one, thereby
enhancing user experience.
• Currently, Quora uses random forests approach for this task.
• As this is a classic paraphrase detection problem, and Deep Learning
has shown promising results in this field, we aim at exploring the
efficiency of various Deep Learning architectures for this task.

Related Work
• [1] is a blog post by engineers at Quora, which provides the problem definition and also
discusses some Deep Learning based approaches that can be used to tackle it. We implement
their first approach as part of our preliminary result. We plan to implement their second
approach as well and continue working upon more improvements.
• [2] is a research paper that presents another advanced approach for the same problem and
dataset. It uses bilateral multi-perspective matching (BiMPM) model, with different
approaches using attention based stacked LSTM models.
• [3] presents techniques for using CNN based approaches for NLP tasks. We plan on
implementing such an approach as well on the dataset to compare between our other
approaches.
• [4] tries different vector embedding techniques for the questions and uses those as an input
to a stacked Siamese network
[1] https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-Matching-with-Deep-Learning
[2] https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.03814.pdf
[3] http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D14-1181
[4] http://www.erogol.com/duplicate-question-detection-deep-learning/

Preliminary Results
• For our initial tests, we experimented with the different techniques
already explained in the official Quora blog post and a few other blog
posts.
• In the subsequent slides, we define the following techniques:
• LSTM with concatenation from Quora Blog Post ( As described at
https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-Matching-with-DeepLearning )
• Converting Qs to vectors using different embeddings and then giving it as
input to a stacked Siamese Network to detect if Q pair is duplicate (As
described at http://www.erogol.com/duplicate-question-detection-deeplearning/ )

LSTM with concatenation from Quora Blog
Post

Results from LSTM with concatenation
We were able to achieve 0.82 accuracy on validation set (40,000 samples) and 0.86 on test set (4000 samples)

Results from using different embeddings with
Siamese Network
• Model 1 with Glove embeddings:
• Accuracy on test set: 56.88%

• Model 2 with tf-idf vectors:

• Accuracy on test set: 75.62%

• Model 3 with tf-idf vectors and normalized train data:
• Accuracy on test set: 74.90%

• Model 4 with word2vec embeddings:
• Accuracy on test set: 67.56%

Future Plan
1. A simple extension to our preliminary approach is using more
variations on combining encodings received from LSTM layers, to be
processed later with Dense FC layers. The current approach
proceeds to simply concatenate the encodings. [1] suggests using
difference and angle vectors instead, as Illustrated in adjacent
Figure
2. Another approach is to treat sentences with word embeddings as
images, stacking the two question images on top of each other,
padding to ensure same dimensionality, and running a CNN based
classification like [3].
3. Other approaches could be using minor variations of the
architectures discussed, variations in activation functions and trying
ensemble learning based model.

SHORT PROJECT
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Problem Definition
Task:
• Emotion Recognition in Speech

Dataset:
• RECOLA database
• 46 participants, 5 minutes each
• 6 annotators measured emotion continuously
• Two dimensions: arousal and valence

Proposed neural network structure:
• Apply CNN layers on both raw signals and MFSC features
• Feed the output of the CNN layers into two Bi-LSTM layers
• Target output of the Bi-LSTM layers: arousal and valence score

Related Work
• [1] Trigeorgis, George, et al. "Adieu features? End-to-end

speech emotion recognition using a deep convolutional
recurrent network." Acoustics, Speech and Signal
Processing (ICASSP), 2016 IEEE International
Conference on. IEEE, 2016.
• [2] Abdel-Hamid, Ossama, et al. "Convolutional neural
networks for speech recognition." IEEE/ACM Transactions
on audio, speech, and language processing 22.10 (2014):
1533-1545.
• [3]Ringeval, Fabien, et al. "Introducing the RECOLA
multimodal corpus of remote collaborative and affective
interactions." Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition
(FG), 2013 10th IEEE International Conference and
Workshops on. IEEE, 2013.

Preliminary Results
• Implemented the structure in Trigeorgis et al.[1]
• Tuned parameters
• With smaller dataset size and layer size, we obtained

similar results with the paper
• Performances are measured by concordance correlation
coefficient:
Model

Arousal

Valence

Trigeorgis et al

0.686

0.261

Our model

0.679

0.321

Future plan
• Compute MFSC/MFCC features
• Organize the features into CNN layers
• Integrate the CNN output from the raw signals and MFSC

features into Bi-LSTM layers
• Experiment with different layer/kernel sizes

GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
FROM AUDIO TO IMAGE

Deep Learning for Computer Vision, Speech and Language
Group 15
Jose Vicente Ruiz Cepeda

Pablo Vicente Juan

PROBLEM DEFINITION
¡ The aim of the project it to develop a deep convolutional generative adversarial network (DCGAN)

to bridge the advances in audio and image modeling. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
DCGAN that aims to generate images based on sounds
¡ The generator receives a sound and generates an image that can be identified with such a sound, i.e.

given the sound of a bark, the aim is to generate the image of a dog. The discriminator have to
determine whether the new image comes from the real distribution or from the generator

RELATED WORK
¡ GANS, developed by Goodfellow et al., make possible to generate new samples by learning the data

distribution using the minimax algorithm, where both players try to perform the best possible move.
His research is the based of any GAN developed and represents a breakthrough in generative models
¡ In their work, Radford et al. extend Goodfellow´s research by combining a deep convolutional

network with a GAN model, which led to the development of a convolutional model able to generate
images from a given set. This model is the baseline for any generative adversarial approach that aims to
create new images
¡ Reed et al. devised a DCGAN to generate images given a sentence. In this case, the sentence explicitly

describes what the network has to generate leaving limited space for improvisation. Our model is
inspired in their idea of encoding the conditional information before passing it to the network.
However, our conditional model provides the freedom to depict anything that resembles to such a
sound.

PRELIMINARY WORK
¡ A DCGAN without the conditional audio architecture has been trained in the following datasets in

order to learn to train this unstable neural network:
¡

Stanford Cars Dataset provides a relatively uniform dataset which might be beneficial for a naïve network. In this case, most
images have similar shapes and only colours are altered

¡

Oxford Buildings Dataset challenges our current network due to the variety of shapes involved that can make the network
collapse before obtaining any relevant results

Image quality evolution of the generator

FUTURE PLAN

¡ The following steps can be divided in three:
¡ Building a dataset that combines both images and relevant sounds. If no dataset with such features is found, a

new one will be build. At the moment, we have gathered different datasets that includes animals, cars or
scenes. We would only need to combine these images with sounds using sources such as the AudioSet
released by Google
¡ Extending the architecture with the conditional audio layer. Our main challenge consists on finding a suitable

encoder that maintains all audio features at the same time that allows the concatenation with an existing layer
¡ Testing the network capabilities to generate images conditioned on audio. Training DCGANs is a particularly

complicated task due to their instability, they tend to collapse with no reason. Tuning the parameters will be a
trial and error routine where best practices will be applied to speed up the process

REFERENCES
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